OTAS TECHNOLOGIES TO INTEGRATE CUTTING-EDGE ANALYTICS AND TRADE
INTELLIGENCE INTO PORTWARE
New Partnership Further Enhances Trader Workflow for Portware Clients with Real-time, Actionable
Market Intelligence from OTAS

LONDON, 5 October 2015 - OTAS Technologies, a specialist provider of market analytics
and trader intelligence, and Portware, the first and only global provider of multi-asset trade
automation solutions powered by artificial intelligence, today announced that OTAS’
sophisticated market intelligence and data analytics solutions will be available directly within
Portware Enterprise. The partnership will enhance real-time, actionable market intelligence
at the point of decision making for Portware clients, further enabling them to get ahead of the
market.
“Portware clients are the most progressive global institutions and demand leading edge
technologies that deliver enhanced trade analysis and decision support,” said Alfred
Eskandar, CEO of Portware. “We are committed to having an open platform that integrates
with our clients’ workflows and their third parties of choice. Partnering with cutting-edge
companies like OTAS is one of the ways we do this. We are excited to deliver OTAS’
innovative solution to our global client base.”
OTAS will seamlessly integrate its live and intra-day trade analytics and market intelligence
solutions into Portware’s execution management system (EMS) Portware Enterprise. The
OTAS Base app suite and Portware’s open architecture make it easy to deliver intelligent
content on global markets to Portware’s platform, with users immediately able to take
advantage of the enhanced trader workflow.
Tom Doris, CEO of OTAS Technologies said, “As a next-generation intelligent decision
support system, OTAS is powered by artificial intelligence and big-data analytics and is an
ideal partner for Portware. Together, we are able to provide Portware’s asset manager
clients with immediate access to market leading insight and analysis that positively impacts
decision making and revolutionises how portfolio managers absorb complex information.”

###

About OTAS Technologies
OTAS Equity Market Analytics give Portfolio Managers and Traders the power to see relevant signals
and risk forecasts for every important Market instrument. Be the first to see the opportunities when the
risk landscape changes. OTAS is delivered through our secure private cloud to your desktop or mobile
and our API makes it easy to integrate into your existing applications. It provides you intraday analytics
on 15000+ stocks worldwide.
OTAS Core alerts you to hidden risks and opportunity in your portfolio or your watch list which you
would normally find concealed in market data. The information is presented in a format designed for
market professionals working under pressure in difficult markets. Important information can be
concealed in events, insider transactions, short interest, options, valuation, technicals, news flow, credit

and analyst revisions. OTAS Core extracts and highlights all this information to you with OTAS Lingo
our advanced Natural Language Generation (NLG) delivering a customized report of this to you.
OTAS Microstructure is our real time analysis of single stock trading that enables Traders to add value
to the investment process and provide transparency and a record of their trading decisions. We
compare the in-trade performance to expected and predicted values.
OTAS products can be fully integrated to your OMS, PMS or EMS. OTAS Technologies is the
preferred partner to the world’s largest banks and global institutions.
For more information on how you can improve productivity and performance please visit
www.tryotas.com

About Portware:
Founded in 2000, Portware LLC is the financial industry's leading developer of broker-neutral trading
solutions for global equities, futures, options and FX. With offices in New York, London, Hong Kong
and Hyderabad, Portware works in partnership with its clients to create highly integrated solutions to
streamline workflows and increase operational efficiencies on trading desks worldwide. Portware's
flagship product, Portware Enterprise, is a fully customizable trade management and execution
system for single stock, portfolio, basket, automated and algorithmic trading. For more information,
please visit www.portware.com.
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